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On December 28, 2018, the Sun SenEnel published an ar8cle en8tled, “UNPREPARED AND 
OVERWHELMED.”  It pointed out deficiencies in the law enforcement response, preparedness of 
the school district and other flaws that contributed to the carnage at the hands of Nikolas Cruz.  
A link to the full ar8cle appears below.  Our summary focuses on some of the measures and 
concerns which we have wriIen about in the past, which should be considered as ins8tu8ons 
consider their response to the “ac4ve shooter” threat. 

h"p://projects.sun-sen1nel.com/2018/sfl-parkland-school-shoo1ng-cri1cal-moments/#nt=o@09a-2gp1 

Need for “Hard Corners” and Concealment Within Classroom/Office Space 

The excerpt below speaks to understanding the need for concealment within “areas of refuge.”  
Shooters generally take the path of least resistance, looking to maximize the number of people they can 
engage in the shortest period of 1me.  They o@en bypass locked doors and don’t shoot into areas they 
can’t see in.  “Hard Corners” are simply areas out of the line of sight of the gunman.  They can be 
corners of classrooms/offices, closets, bathrooms or blinds covering windows.  They cost virtually 
nothing other than foresight. 

�  

The below excerpt notes the training and situa1onal awareness of some of the teachers who understood 
the “Hard Corner” concept and the benefit of concealment.  While Cruz fired into some of the 
classrooms, his inability to iden1fy targets resulted in no one being hit. 
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http://projects.sun-sentinel.com/2018/sfl-parkland-school-shooting-critical-moments/%23nt=oft09a-2gp1


�  
The excerpt below reviews the effec1veness of an ins1tu1on’s “lock down” procedure.  It’s important to 
understand that students, faculty members, etc., will be in transi1on and need access to safe spaces 
other than classrooms which may already be locked.  Restrooms, lounges, closets, etc., can provide an 
“area of refuge.”  Chaos is a byproduct of any cri1cal incident.  People will panic, especially when there 
has been no prior planning or training.  Established procedures and drills can minimize this. 

�  
The excerpt below illustrates the reality of any “lockdown” procedure.  People will get caught in 
transi1on and individuals, such as Sco" Beigel, will expose themselves as they seek to save others.  It 
also underscores why some schools have developed a hard and fast rule to “lockdown” the classroom as 
soon as the alarm is sounded.  That said individuals, especially those like teachers and nurses who view 
their roles as “protectors,” will o@en take ini1a1ve in an effort to save others.   

�  
The excerpt below exemplifies the need for addi1onal areas of refuge beyond the classrooms.  As 
classroom doors are locked, people will be trapped in hallways.   
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�  
The excerpt below illustrates the benefit of bullet resistant glass and hardened enclosures.  Modifying 
exis1ng areas with bullet resistant materials will provide for a more secure area. 

�  
The excerpt below serves as a note that shooters have sought to escape simply by blending in with those 
fleeing the building, highligh1ng addi1onal challenges to law enforcement. 

�  
The last excerpt reinforces our o@ noted theme that “You are the Help un4l Help Arrives.”  It took 
officers almost an hour to enter the final room.  And this doesn’t take into account how long it took to 
secure the school and bring in medical assets.  Ac1ve Shooter and Vic1m Sustainability preparedness go 
hand in hand.  Provide the training and trauma care products that will undoubtedly save lives. 
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